
Newton’s Yarn Country Santa Clara Cowl Llama Wool 
Original Design by Mary Ann Archbold 
abtdesigns@hotmail.com 

 
Supplies 

520 yards of chunky weight yarn from Newton’s Yarn Country 
Monteza Llama Wool Chunky 50/50, use 4 strands together,  
130 yards each strand 

Size 13, 29" circular needles 

scissors 

 
Directions 
1. CO 72 using I-Cord cast on method* 
2. Knit 6" in pattern* 
3. BO using I-Cord bind off method* 
 

I-Cord Cast On 
1. CO 3 loosely 
2. *Slip 3 stitches to Left needle  
3. Kfb 1st stitch, K2* 
4. Repeat from * to * for 74 stitches  
5. Then slip 3 stitches to left needle; K2tog, K2tog to join the round (last 

stitch and first stitch of the round) and be careful to not twist the 
yarns 

6. You have successfully cast on the I-Cord edge and are ready for the 
pattern 

 
Pattern 
1. *K2, slip 1 purlwise with yarn in front* 
2. Repeat from * to * for each round 
 
Note:  Be sure that the slip stitch occurs one stitch later in each row to create the diagonal pattern.   
You may have to knit 3 stitches at the beginning of each round to make this work and it will not effect the look of 
the cowl. 

 
I-Cord Bind Off 
1. Loosely *K2, slip 2 knitwise, place Left needle in front loop of slipped stitches and K2 tog 
2. slip 3 stitches to Left needle* 
3. Repeat from * to * to last 3 stitches; K3tog 
4. Secure, cut yarn and sew in tails 

Every effort has been made to have the knitting instructions accurate and complete.  We cannot be responsible for  
variance of individual knitters, human errors, or  typographical mistakes. 
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